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Key Takeaways

1. Graph analytics is a good approach to identify organised misconduct
2. To do this efficiently, we need reliable data structures, such as a knowledge 

graph built on well-curated data
- OpenAlex is a good data set for this

3. We can detect unusual co-authorships. Either with machine-learning, or a 
simple rule:

- It is unusual for an author to co-author with a different institution on their 
first paper



The value of graphs

Imagine what happens when we 
link these accounts to:

- Authors who recommended 
them

- Coauthors
- Past papers….



The different kinds of paper mills
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AI isn’t really helping!

- Already a number of AI-based tools to detect paper mills.
- But these don’t solve the problem on their own

- Already examples of paper mills using generated text from easy-to-detect 
models like GPT-2

- Interestingly, NO examples of detections of GPT-3 or larger models
- Generating fake scientific images with Stable Diffusion is trivial
- Meta recently released a model specifically for generating scientific text. 

- Swiftly pulled!







Questions:
● Can we take the 

publicly-available data 
for these papers and 
model the 
co-authorships?

● Can we work out when a 
co-authorship is unusual 
and worth looking into 
more closely?



Data 



Data

● Free, Hundreds of millions of entities

● Inspired by the ancient Library of 
Alexandria

● Launched at Sep ’22

● Updated regularly

● 4 ways to access:
○ Web
○ API for ad-hoc queries
○ AWS Snapshot : 1.7 TB
○ Snowflake Marketplace

👩 Authors : people who create works

📄 Works : papers, books, datasets, etc; they cite other 
works

💡 Concepts : keywords associated with works

📚 Venues : journals and repositories that host works

🏫 Institutions : universities and other orgs that are 
affiliated with works (via authors)



Source: Fundamentals of Data Engineering by Joe Reis, Matt Housley



Fundamentals of Data Engineering by Joe Reis, Matt Housley



Source: https://www.kidslovegreece.com/greece_online/the-12-labors-of-hercules/



Source: https://www.kidslovegreece.com/greece_online/the-12-labors-of-hercules/



Fundamentals of Data Engineering by Joe Reis, Matt Housley





Data LifeCycle



Concepts



Concepts



Authors



Modelling



ETL / ELT 

ELTTLTLTLTL  …

● Challenges
○ Database provisioning is easy

■ Ingestion is still expecting you 
transformation*

○ Storage is cheap
■ Not the database licensing model
■ Not the compute power you will need

○ Pipeline as code helps next iteration
○ Data is oil vs data should be curated



ETL/ ELT  …   ETLTLTL



https://datacreatio
n.substack.com/p/
why-data-contract
s-are-obviously





Similarity Node level similarity : 

Regular 

 

Edge level similarity

Automorphic 

Graph level similarity: 

Structural





Co-authorship



Co-authorship

How many times have they co-authored before?



Subgraph



New Labels



Set(AuthorA)⋂Set(AuthorB)

Set(AuthorA)⋃Set(AuthorB)

Concept Similarity

Explored the concepts of the work co-authors 
published

The similarity between the concepts gave us the 
idea how much concepts they share:

 

The example pic 
has low similarity (0!), 
so possibly fake authors: 0/6



Fake Authors: Igor & Simon



Fake Authors: Ben & Alex



Fake Authors: Charles & Tom



Lessons learned…
● Explore using API first
● Work on small dataset first to 

prove data flow
● Work as Data product team
● Communicate data constraints 

as early as possible
● Change model rapidly when 

there is no hope
● Scale infrastructure when 

needed is cost-effective



Data Analysis



Author1 Author2

Work1

Work5

Work4

Work3

Work2

Co-authorship

Author-of Author-of

 Min_works Max_works
Bibliographic 
Coupling

Suspect

Co-authorship1 1 3  0.25 1
Co-Authorship2 … …. … 0

Ref1

Ref2

Ref3

Ref4 - Compare large set of 
suspect co-authorships 
with large set of related 
articles.

- Limit to coauthors at 
different institutions





Findings



Machine learning - Does work well…
- However,

- a simple rule is almost as 
good

- more data and testing 
would be required to make 
something usable in the 
real world.



Conclusions

1. Graph analytics are a good approach to identifying organised misconduct
2. To do this efficiently, we need graph data structures, such as a knowledge graph built on 

well-curated data. 
- OpenAlex is a good data set for this

3. We can detect unusual co-authorships. Either with machine-learning, or a simple rule:
- It is unusual for an author to co-author with a different institution on their first paper.
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